Stonehenge by Moonlight
itinerary and schedule

We meet at the Red lion Car park at Avebury at 6.00pm. Get to meet each other,
talk through the rules and expectations of English Heritage: have a beer.

At 6.30 we have a talk on the history and astronomy of Avebury and Stonehenge
and their sacred landscapes

Walk then round the Avebury Stones ...

While the Sun sets on the temple of the Moon

and as the Moon rises, we drive over a white horse hillside, following the Ley
line route to Stonehenge; our cars forming a convoy.

and, while we are inside the inner circle of Stonehenge … we see the Moon rise over
the temple of the Sun …

We reach Stonehenge just after 9pm. In the car park, before we go inside, there is
another lecture on the landscape of Stonehenge and its unique historical position.

We enter the circle at 9.30pm
If anyone wishes to have a little more information when we go inside, I point out
somne of the architecture, geometry and significant points of history …
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You then free to mooch about as you wish and Moon-bathe among the stones:
some people like to charge crystals, experiment with dowsing rods and others
generally explore, wonder and chill ... �

There are very specific rules and regulations from English heritage which we strictly
adhere to … after all, we want to be invited to return, do we not ?

At aprox 9.50pm there is a reading of the Astrological chart for the moment we are
there (drawn on a huge chart), for those who wish to mediate or send healing
attuned to the present relationship we have with the cosmos. For those who wish to
meditate or send healing (voluntary), following the chart discussion, there will be a
respectful (compulsory) 10 minute silence …
And, there you are; inside Stonehenge, looking up at the stars or the Moon,
perhaps through a great Stone archway; still and silent …

Al too soon it seems, the every present and every watchful heritage guards will
remind us at 10..30 that it is time for us to leave.

Afterwards, I would highly recommend a pint in a local pub: The New Inn or the
George Hotel, Amesbury, with Henge friends: 10.40
and then ... head for home around 11.30

Spaces are always taken fairly quickly (limited to 26 people) so please book as soon
as you can

I hope you can join us for a magikal night,

In kindness,
David
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